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About This Game

Your best friend Pineapple was stolen by Big Square and taken to the top of a big deathtrap-filled tower. Climb the Big Tower,
Tiny Square...and rescue Pineapple in this precision platformer

Inspired by single-screen arcade games, Big Tower Tiny Square is one giant level broken up into large single-screen sections.
Each obstacle has been meticulously placed. Each section devilishly designed. It will take patience and skill to navigate the maze-

like tower. Precision is key to success!

This enhanced version of the popular web game includes:

Steam Leaderboards - Think you're the fastest Tiny Square? Prove it!

Checkpoints Galore - Trying to kill a few minutes? Every step of progress is saved.

Steam Achievements - over 60 achievements available!

Controller Support

Slightly Redesigned visuals

Some Necessary Level Changes
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Some Unnecessary Level Changes

A single great background music track

For a first play-through expect 1.5 -2 hours worth of love, pain, hate, and gain.

No more lists
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Fun playing co-op. Also enjoyed the endurance missions a lot. Wish there were more of a variety of stages and enemies in those
levels. Worth the price.. I was sipping my coffee, as I do first thing in the morning, when a mysterious chest appeared on my
doorstep. Inside its solid gold crust lay a satin interior, and nestled on top was a golden ticket. Reaching in, I picked it up – It
was from my editor. It read, “Legendary Gary – Get it done by the 19th!” followed by a secret code.

I couldn’t believe my luck, I’d wanted to review the game since I first seen it. The artwork felt like it came from a Heavy Metal
magazine, the music was somehow reminiscent of the Talking Heads, and the gameplay looked like a cross between adventure
and RPG. I was elated. Looking down at the elaborate packaging that my prize arrived in, I realized one thing was for certain…

Read the rest of the Review here. This is one of those great simple games. It has a story and poker/yahtzee card game that allows
you to battle apponents as you match 5 cards. It also spices it up with differnt types of power cards that you can collect and add
or exchange in your deck in between each fight. I love this game.. Tons of wheel options now! Something for everyone!. GET
THIS TO 350 REVIEWS
Chill game
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Okay but not that fun. I got this on a Humble Bundle, and having used it for five minutes, I was blown away by the quality of
this piece of software. I have zero artistic talent, yet I've created that animation on the tutorial with no problem, and even made
one myself. It's amazingly easy to use and also extremely fast to get nice results.

If you're making a game and would like to use modular animation, buy this. It's just amazing.. A very nice game but sadly
abandoned years ago with a couple of game-breaking bugs. For example it may happen that population begins to die out and due
to bugs there's no way to stop it = game over in few minutes even though you're close to finish.. Recommended with caveats:
- you cannot save games mid-level
- you cannot remap key bindings

In Creeper World 3, you can save games and remap keys. This makes experimentation and optimization more efficient and
enjoyable. Sadly, in the original Creeper World, you can do neither. Therefore experimentation is practically impossible and any
mistake can be very costly. This probably only matters if you are worried about efficiency and competing against other scores
on the leaderboards.

I have spent hours optimizing my strategy on a single map in Creeper World 3. In Creeper World, I just cannot be bothered.

So... I recommend and enjoy Creeper World 3 much more than Creeper World 1. But if you are a completist, it is fun to see
what came before Creeper World 3.. This dlc just farts right up your face when you've gone through 30 minutes long of time
patrols and then the supreme kai of time just says "let's have some tea" and that's what you get, one unfinished storyline, 3 PQ
and 2 masters, they could as well not release that at all, even if they give us 3 DLC, if they're all like this one, they're not even
worth the price of a single one.. One of my favourite real-time strategy games. Shallow but deep at the same time. Difficult
while easy to learn. Would recommend.. Turn based Nuclear Throne. Great daily runs.
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